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What’s neW in just:Live 1.7.1

For Further details see user manual

Recent additions and fixes

(1)  support for the new Mac mini with integrated intel graphics
until now just:out supported only hardware with dedicated GPus. With version 1.7.1 there is also 
support the intel hd Graphics 4000 used in the mac mini. just:out allows full hd playout including 
the rendering of complex realtime graphics.

(2)  support for Blackmagic's "ultrastudio Mini Monitor" thunderbolt device
Based on the thunderbolt connector this device gives full hd playout including realtime graphics. 
Combined with the new mac mini, the costs for the hardware needed for a playout server reduce to 
a level never seen before.

(3)  advanced spotlight like help functions in just:connect
it is now possible to use a full text search function within just:connect, which offers instant answers 
with a direct link to our handbooks. this helps administrators to find the answers to their questions 
without leaving the application.

(4)  advanced user client options for multi user environments
a new superuser client option allows a simple setup in any environment where many users need to 
connect to a channel using different machines.

(5)  cea-708 cc support with qualified aja devices
in addition to the ability to pass through line 21 CC information, version 1.7.1 also supports Quicktime 
CC datatrack to VanC conversion using a qualified aJa device.

(6)  improved master time sync mode
just:out now resyncs to the reference time every minute in case nothing is played out at that time. 
this also works in just:live now (where resync was unavailable before).

(7)  improved default gap playlist handling
it is now possible to change the default gap playlist without restarting just:connect. this change is 
taken over immediately – as soon as the new playlist has been selected.

(8)  option to refresh the library
there is a new option below the library that allows to refresh its content with a single mouse click. 
this comes in handy in situations where the system file events are not updated automatically (like 
when playing out directly from a Xsan storage system).

(9)  improved timeline track visibility option
By now it is possible to see if the content of a certain track is visible at the output or not. this is 
shown for the whole track now (in previous versions only the visibility icon was grayed out).
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just:Live onLy

(1)  improved Mos features
the mos functions have been improved for better stability and more functionality. in addition the 
system "scales" better in multi suite environments.

(2)  new playlist "lock" feature
it is now possible to lock a folder in just:live. Files within such a locked folder can still be used, 
though adding or deleting new files is not allowed in this mode.


